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Abstract. This article presents a continuation of our research aiming at
improving the eﬀectiveness of signal decomposition algorithms by providing them with “classiﬁcation-awareness.” We investigate hybridization of
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) and rough sets (RS) to
perform the task of decomposition in the light of the underlying classiﬁcation problem itself. In this part of the study, we also investigate the
idea of utilizing the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to initialize
the population in the MOEA.

1

Introduction

The signals recorded from the surface of the cerebral cortex are composites of
the electrical activity of a large number of individual cells and often constitute
a mixture of a group of signals produced by many diﬀerent sources (e.g., speciﬁc
neuronal structures). In order to separate those superimposed signal patterns
and analyze them independently, we propose to utilize an experimental technique based on measuring neural activity in a controlled setting (normal) as
well as under exposure to some external stimulus (nicotine, in this case) [1].
Application of stimuli that aﬀect the observed signals often has an eﬀect only
on a subset of the sources. The information about which sources are aﬀected by
the stimuli can provide interesting insight into the problem of neural activity
analysis, but cannot be measured directly. Based on the assumption that each
of the sources produces a signal that is statistically independent on the others, the observed signals can be decomposed into constituents that model the
sources. Those modeled sources are referred to as basis functions. Each of the
observed signals is a linear combination of the basis functions. Due to the fact
that some sources can have stronger inﬂuence in some locations than others,
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each source can be present in each observed signal with a diﬀerent magnitude.
The source magnitudes are modeled as coeﬃcients in the aforementioned linear
combination. The change in the coeﬃcients, as a result of applied stimuli, corresponds to the change in the contribution of a source in generation of a given
signal.
Independent Component Analysis (ICA) can be useful in this kind of analysis,
as it allows for determination of an impact of the external stimuli on some speciﬁc
neuronal structures, supposedly represented by the discovered components. The
link between the stimulus and a given source can be veriﬁed by designing a
classiﬁer that is able to “predict” under which condition a given signal was
registered, solely based on the discovered independent components. However,
statistical criteria used in ICA, often turn out to be insuﬃcient to build an
accurate coeﬃcients-based classiﬁer.
Classiﬁcatory decomposition is a general term that describes our research
study that attempts to improve the eﬀectiveness of signal decomposition techniques by providing them with “classiﬁcation-awareness.” The description of
previous stages of the study and some examples of applications can be found in
[2,3,4]. Currently, we are investigating a hybridization of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) and rough sets (RS) to perform decomposition in
the light of the classiﬁcation problem itself. The idea is to look for basis functions whose coeﬃcients allow for an accurate classiﬁcation while preserving the
reconstruction.
In this article, we propose a simple extension of the well-known multi-objective
evolutionary algorithm VEGA, which we call end-VEGA (elitist-non-dominatedVEGA). The extension supplies the algorithm with the considerations related to
elitism and non-dominance, lack of which is known to be VEGA’s main drawback. We also investigate the idea of utilizing the ICA to initialize the population in the MOEA. The details of the modiﬁcations as well as a short theoretical
background are given below.

2
2.1

Theoretical Background
Independent Component Analysis

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) is a signal processing technique originally developed to deal with the cocktail-party problem [5]. ICA is perhaps the
most widely used method in Blind Source Separation (BSS) in various implementations and practical applications [6]. The basic idea in ICA is to represent a set
of random variables using basis functions (or sources), which are as much statistically independent as possible. The Central Limit Theorem states that the distribution of a sum of independent random variables, under certain conditions, tends
toward a Gaussian distribution. Thus a sum of two independent random variables
usually has a distribution that is closer to Gaussian than any of the two original
random variables. Therefore, the key concept in ICA is based on maximization of
non-Gaussianity of the sources. There are various quantitative measures of nonGaussianity, one of the most popular one among which is kurtosis (i.e., the fourth-
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order cumulant). One of the most popular ICA algorithms based on ﬁnding the
local maximum of the absolute value of kurtosis is FastICA [7].
2.2

Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms

Many decision making or design problems involve optimization of multiple,
rather than single, objectives simultaneously. In the case of a single objective,
the goal is to obtain the best global minimum or maximum (depending on the
nature of the given optimization problem), while with multi-objective optimization, there usually does not exist a single solution that is optimal with respect
to all objectives. Therefore, the goal of multi-objective optimization is to ﬁnd
a set of solutions such that no other solution in the search space is superior to
them when all objectives are considered. This set is known as Pareto-optimal
or non-dominated set [8].
Since evolutionary algorithms (EA) work with a population of individuals, a
number of Pareto-optimal solutions can be found in a single run. Therefore, an
application of EAs to multi-objective optimization seems natural. The ﬁrst practical MOEA implementation was the Vector Evaluated Genetic Algorithm (VEGA)
proposed in [9]. Although it opened a new avenue in multi-objective optimization
research, the algorithm seemed to have some serious limitations, at least partially
due to the lack of considerations of dominance and elitism [8]. To deal with the ﬁrst
of the above considerations, a non-dominated sorting procedure was suggested in
[10] and various implementations based on that idea of rewarding non-dominated
solutions followed [11]. Elitism, in other words the notion that “elite” individuals
cannot be expelled from the active gene-pool by worse individuals, has recently
been indicated to be a very important factor in MOEAs that can signiﬁcantly improve their performance [12]. Both these aspects, while preserving the simplicity of
implementation of the original VEGA, were taken into consideration in the design
of the end-VEGA algorithm proposed here.
2.3

Rough Sets

The theory of rough sets (RS) deals with the classiﬁcatory analysis of data
tables [13]. The main idea behind it is the so-called indiscernibility relation
that describes objects indistinguishable from one another. The indiscernibility
relation induces a split of the universe, by dividing it into disjoint equivalence
classes, denoted as [x]B (for some object x described by a set of attributes B).
These classes can be used to build new partitions of the universe. Partitions that
are most often of interest are those that contain objects that belong to the same
decision class. It may happen, however, that a concept cannot be deﬁned in a
crisp manner. The main goal of rough set analysis is to synthesize approximations
of concepts from acquired data. The concepts are represented by lower and upper
approximations. Although it may be impossible to precisely deﬁne some concept
X, we can approximate it using the information contained in B by constructing
the B-lower and B-upper
of X, denoted
by BX


 approximations

 and BX
respectively, where BX = x[x]B ⊆ X and BX = x[x]B ∩ X = ∅ . Only the
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objects in BX can be with certainty classiﬁed as members of X, based on the
knowledge in B.
A rough set can be characterized numerically by the so-called quality of
classiﬁcation:
cardBX ∪ B¬X
,
(1)
γB (X) =
cardU
where BX is the lower approximation of X, B¬X is the lower approximation of
the set of objects that do not belong to X, and U is the set of all objects.
Another very important aspect of rough analysis is data reduction by means
of keeping only those attributes that preserve the indiscernibility relation and,
consequently, the set approximation. The rejected attributes are redundant since
their removal cannot worsen the classiﬁcation. There are usually several such
subsets of attributes and those that are minimal are called reducts. Finding a
global minimal reduct (i.e., reduct with a minimal cardinality among all reducts)
is an NP-hard problem. However, there are many heuristics (including utilization
of genetic algorithms [14]) designed to deal with this problem.

3

ICA, RS, and MOEA-Based Classiﬁcatory
Decomposition

The main concept of classiﬁcatory decomposition was motivated by the hybridization of EAs with sparse coding with overcomplete bases (SCOB) introduced in [15]. Using this approach, the basis functions as well as the coeﬃcients
are being evolved by optimization of a ﬁtness function that minimizes the reconstruction error and at the same time maximizes the sparseness of the basis
function coding. This methodology produces a set of basis functions and a set
of sparse (i.e., “as few as possible”) coeﬃcients. This may signiﬁcantly reduce
dimensionality of a given problem but, as any other traditional decomposition
technique, does not assure the classiﬁcatory usefulness of the resultant model.
In the approach proposed here, the sparseness term is replaced by a rough
sets-derived data reduction-driven classiﬁcation accuracy measure. This should
assure that the result will be both “valid” (i.e., via the reconstruction constraint)
and useful for the classiﬁcation task. Furthermore, since the classiﬁcation-related
constituent also searches for a reduct, the classiﬁcation is done with as few as
possible basis functions. Finally, the single-objective EA utilized in the aforementioned technique is replaced by a multi-objective approach, in which the EA
deals with the reconstruction error and classiﬁcation accuracy, both at the same
time [4].
Since the approach proposed here is based upon ﬁnding a solution satisfying
two potentially conﬂicting goals (i.e., component-based reconstruction accuracy
vs. classiﬁcation accuracy), an application of MOEAs seems natural. In the experiments described here, we investigate a simple extension of VEGA, which
supplies it with elitism and non-dominance, lack of which is known to be its main
drawback. We call this extended algorithm end-VEGA (elitist-non-dominatedVEGA).
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End-VEGA

The main idea in VEGA is to randomly divide the population, in each generation, into equal subpopulations. Each subpopulation is assigned ﬁtness based
on a diﬀerent objective function. Then, the crossover between the subpopulations is performed as with traditional EAs, with an introduction of random
mutations.
As indicated earlier, VEGA has several quite signiﬁcant limitations related to
the lack of dominance and elitism. To address the former, we propose a simple
approach based on multiplying the ﬁtness of a given individual by the number of solutions that this individual is dominated by (plus 1 to ensure that
the ﬁtness function of a non-dominated solution is not multiplied by 0). Since
the ﬁtness function is being minimized in this project, the dominated solutions
will be adequately penalized. To deal with the latter, we utilize the idea of
an external sequential archive [12] to keep track of the best-so-far (i.e., nondominated) solutions and to make sure that their genetic material is in the active
gene-pool.
3.2

Chromosome Coding

Each chromosome is a complete solution to a given classiﬁcatory decomposition
task and provides a description of both the set of basis functions and the coeﬃcients for all the signals in the training data set. For example, for N signals with
n samples each, and the task of ﬁnding M basis functions, the chromosome will
be coded in the following way:

Fig. 1. Chromosome coding

Each of the M basis functions has the length of the original input signal
(i.e., n), and there are N vectors of coeﬃcients (i.e., each vector corresponds to
one signal in the training set) of dimensionality equal to the number of basis
functions (i.e., each coeﬃcient corresponds to one basis function).
3.3

ICA-Based Population Initialization

The idea behind using ICA to initialize the starting population in end-VEGA
is very simple: rather than beginning the search at a random location in the
search space, the chromosomes are supplied with a starting point that is already
quite satisfactory in one of the objectives (i.e., reconstruction). Since based on
previous results described in [4], the reconstruction accuracy objective seems
to be much more diﬃcult to optimize (especially for a small number of highdimensional signals), this approach is plausible. Depending on the parameters of
both ICA and end-VEGA, various variants of the initialization can be pursued.
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If the number of independent components (IC) is higher than the number of
the maximum allowed classiﬁcatory components (CC), then the subset of the
ICs used to initialize the population is chosen randomly. In the opposite case,
the “missing” initial CCs can assume random values, just as in the case without ICA.
3.4

Fitness Evaluation

Reconstruction error. The problem of minimization of the reconstruction
error is intuitively simple. Once a particular distance measure has been decided
upon, virtually any optimization algorithm can be used to minimize the distance
between the original signal and the reconstructed one. The measure employed
in this project is the well known 2-norm, referred to in signal processing as the
signal energy-based measure [16]. In order to deal with raw signals which can
be large (thus causing the energy-based distance measure to be large as well), a
simple normalization of the energy-based measure by the energy of the original
signal is proposed [3]:
n
(xt − (Ma)t )2
,
(2)
DN ORM = t=1n
2
t=1 (xt )
where x represents the original signal, M is the matrix of basis functions, a is a
set of coeﬃcients, and t = 1..n where n is the number of samples in the signal.
Subsequently, the reconstruction error ﬁtness function fREC for a representative p takes the following form:
N
fREC (p) =

i=1

i
DN
ORM
,
N

(3)

i
th
signal and N is
where DN
ORM is the normalized reconstruction error for the i
the total number of the input signals.

Classiﬁcation accuracy and reduction in the number of coeﬃcients and
basis functions. The problem of maximizing the classiﬁcatory competence
of the decomposition scheme, and at the same time reducing the number of
computed basis functions, can be dealt with by the application of rough sets. In
this project, the rough sets-based quality of classiﬁcation, as introduced in (1),
is used for the purpose of estimating the classiﬁcatory aptitude.
The quality of classiﬁcation is estimated directly on the candidate reduct,
which can be computed by any of the existing algorithms/heuristics (in this
project, algorithms from the Rough Set Library were utilized [17]). Note that
the main objective that deals with the classiﬁcatory capability of decomposition
can actually be considered a bi-objective optimization problem itself. On one
hand, we are looking for the best possible classiﬁcation accuracy, but on the
other, we want to use as few basis functions as possible. However, based on
previous applications of EAs in the search for reducts, as described in [14], we
decided to deal with it by minimizing a single-objective ﬁtness function that
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is simply a summation of the classiﬁcation error and the relative length of the
reduct, as shown in (4).
 L(R)

,
fCLASS (p) = 1 − γR +
M

(4)

where p is a given representative (i.e., chromosome), L(R) is the length of the
potential reduct R (i.e., the number of attributes used in the representative),
normalized by the total number of conditional attributes M, and γR is the quality
of classiﬁcation coeﬃcient for the reduct R.
An interesting question here is what to do with the coeﬃcients (and the
corresponding basis functions) that are not a part of the reduct. Since we are
looking for the best possible classiﬁcation accuracy, while using as few basis
functions as possible, some mechanism capable of emphasizing the “important”
coeﬃcients/basis functions would be advisable. A solution to this problem is
possible due to the application of the “hard” ﬁtness computation idea, which
allows the ﬁtness function itself to introduce changes directly to the genetic
material of the evaluated chromosome [3]. In this paper we propose to utilize a
coeﬃcients/basis functions annihilation approach, which simply zeroes-out the
“not important” genetic material. The idea here is that if we remove the basis
functions that are not vital in the classiﬁcation process, the EA will improve
the remaining basis functions in order to compensate for an increase in the
reconstruction error.

4

Experimental Data

The dataset used in this study was derived from neurophysiological experiments
performed at Arkansas State University [1]. In the experiments, recordings in
the form of evoked potentials (EP) of a duration of 1 second triggered by an
auditory stimulus were collected from the cerebral cortex of two rats. One of the
animals had been exposed to the cigarette smoke in utero (i.e., mother of the
animal was exposed to cigarette smoke during pregnancy), while the other had
not. The research problem here is to investigate how treatments (like nicotine)
could alter responses to discrete stimuli. 10 signals were registered for the unexposed animal and 9 for the exposed one. The EPs were sampled at the rate
of 7 kHz. The original signals for the unexposed and exposed rats are shown in
Fig. 2.

5

Analysis

In the ﬁrst step of the analysis described in this paper, the FastICA algorithm
[18] was utilized to compute the ICs to be used in the initial population in the
MOEA. The algorithm yielded 19 ICs along with the corresponding coeﬃcients.
As typical with ICA, the reconstruction was nearly perfect, but the coeﬃcients
were hardly useful for diﬀerentiation between the two EP classes (unexposed vs.
exposed).
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Fig. 2. Input EPs for the unexposed (a) and exposed (b) animal

In order to investigate the feasibility of the proposed approach, a number of
MOEAs was launched simultaneously. The number of maximum possible generations was set to 200 (there was no signiﬁcant improvement of convergence observed
with a larger number of generations) while the size of the population was set to 30,
50, and 100. Mutation probability was initialized with a small random value and
was being adapted along the evolution process (i.e., increased by a ﬁxed step in
each generation if no progress in the ﬁtness functions was observed and reset when
there was an improvement). Crossover probability was randomly determined in
each generation (between 0% and 100%). Single-point crossover was utilized.
Several variants of the ICA used to initialize the population in end-VEGA
were tried. Both initialization of the full as well as a part of the population
were simulated. In the ﬁrst case, the changes in the basis functions can only be
introduced by mutation, while in the second, some randomness is present from
the beginning.
The maximum allowable number of basis functions was set to 5, 10, or 19. In
the ﬁrst two cases, a random subset of 5 or 10 ICs (out of all 19) was chosen for
each chromosome, and in the second, a permutation of all 19 ICs was used.
In most cases, the classiﬁcation accuracy was reasonably high (over 80%) and
the problems appeared to be mostly related to 2 unexposed EPs being classiﬁed
as exposed. The determined number of the basis functions required to preserve
that precision (driven by the search for a reduct) oscillated around 4, 7, and
12, for the maximum allowable number of 5, 10, and 19 of the basis functions
respectively.
The average reconstruction error was signiﬁcantly improved compared to the
previous study [4], especially in the case of the full set of the ICs being used
to initialize the MOEA (note that this set was however reduced to about 12
ICs, thus indicating the ICs important for classiﬁcation and at the same time
“improving” them to account for the increase in the reconstruction error caused
by removing the other 7 components). The modiﬁcations in end-VEGA, although
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Fig. 3. Selected averaged components for the unexposed (a) and exposed (b) animal

improved the reconstruction slightly and sped up the overall convergence of
the algorithm, worked much better in tandem with ICA. An exemplary set of
components, averaged for the unexposed and exposed animal separately, for
arbitrarily selected 5 basis functions, is shown in Fig. 3. The ﬁgure represents
an average contribution of the basis functions in generation of the EPs in the
unexposed and the exposed animal respectively.
Even a quick visual analysis of the ﬁgure reveals signiﬁcant diﬀerences in how
the sources are represented in the unexposed and the exposed rat. The dissimilarities can be simply expressed by amplitude variations (M3, M5, M9), or can
be as major as the sign reversal (M2, M10). Further analysis of such phenomena can provide interesting insight into the mechanisms behind the inﬂuence of
nicotine on the cortical neural activity.

6

Conclusions

This article presented a general framework for the methodology of classiﬁcatory decomposition of signals based on hybridization of independent component
analysis, multi-objective evolutionary algorithms, and rough sets. The preliminary results described here are very promising and further investigation of other
MOEAs and/or RS-based classiﬁcation accuracy measures should be pursued.
The incorporation of ICA-derived basis functions and coeﬃcients as the starting
point in the MOEA signiﬁcantly improved the reconstruction error and more
closely related the concept of classiﬁcatory decomposition to the traditional signal decomposition techniques.
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